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ae The President's Commission by letter dated 4/3/6474 ND 

stated that, in evaluating the testimony of Nancy Elaine’Perrin, —---. 

it would also be belpful if the Bureau would provide information -.- —: 

as to how Mrs. Perrin came originally to be interviewed, - Pargubet ts og 
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wo Tbe report of SA Manning C, Clements at Dallas dated a, hae 

12/18/63 sets forth an interview of Perrin by an Agent of the Leas Fe on 

San Francisco Office on 11/27/63. Perrin stated that she had... ‘4 44 

worked for Ruby at the Carousel Club as a waitress in July and _ 

August, 1961, and, after she was discharged, she attended four * 

meetings at an unknown apartment in Dallas of a group arranging  ._ 

to run guns to Castro in Cuba. She said Ruby attended three of = 8°": 

these meetings but could identify none of the other persons J 

present. Perrin was reinterviewed on 12/3/63 in an effort to ~ A 5 

igo 

   

obtain more specific details of her story which could be checked 

out and information furnished by her was reduced to a signed - 

statement... - - a - ee ; a I, oooen 

we Inasmuch as there were obvious inconsistencies in the -- 

' gtory relating to the meetings and Ruby's participation and she = 

could not furnish specifics which could be thoroughly checked :... 

out, sbe was reinterviewed on 12/5/63 and complete background .~: ; 

was obtained on her indicating that she traveled constantly all .-.-- 

{rover the country engaging in prostitution. She admitted-having ~-_ 

attempted suicide in 1956 and being committed to a mental ... 

institution for psychiatric treatment. She was afforded a - 

polygraph-examination, the results of which were inconclusive." 

due to past medical history, emotional instability, and use of ——e 

“:-  . @rugs by Perrin prior to the examination, 
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        " Wenorandum to Mr. Belmont * 
RE: JACK L. RUBY, AKA. a 

       

oe ‘ "Investigation conducted to verify Perrin's story diay . 
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not sdentify anyone who attended the meetings or who knew about — 

the An attorney who represented her when she was arrested ia 

Dallas for vagrancy in August, 1961, described her as an a : 

| habitual liar who was continually telling wild tales. A Dallas. 

police officer, who said he knew Perrin on a close personal oe 

basis during the period that she was employed at Ruby's Carousel ....00... 

Club in 1961, described her as a psychopathic liar who got great ..... 

delight in telling wild tales. Other persons interviewed who — _ 

fad known Perrin made similar statements to the effect that she 

was mentally deranged and incoherent. The results of all this == 

investigation were included in SA Clements’ report of 12/18/63 =:::::- 

I and furnished to the President's Commissions 2 tee 
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a ue Inasmuch as the polygraph examination was inconclusive, ::.....” . 

z+ - |it was set forth in the cover pages of the report according to ww. 

standard reporting procedures. Cover pages were not furnished ~~ 

to the Commission. It is noted that Perrin telephonically = =" : 

contacted our Boston Office on 1/21/64 and she was personally * Bo 

interviewed on 1/23/64 at which time she related substantially ~ 00°: 

the same information previously furnished to San Francisco and . 

made numerous references to the polygraph examination which had 

been afforded her. Because of these references to the polygraph | - 

examination, this contact with our Boston Office was set forth .°7* = 

4n the cover pages of a subsequent report and was not furnished - oo 

to the Commission. .  —. DoE : Doh is 
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San Francisco has advised that the initial interview 

| of Perrin on 11/27/63 was conducted on the basis of a telephone....- .- 

call made to the Oakland, California, Resident Agency by Perrin —.... 

wherein she indicated she had information concerning Ruby. She  °¢. 

appeared at the Resident Agency within a few minutes after the |= 

call where she was interviewed. = 7" 
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i!" gnasmuch as the Commission's request indicates that they... 

a desire further information to assist them in evaluating Perrin's ... .. 

” testimony, it is felt that they should also at this time be ~..-=-:~ 

furnished full details of the polygraph examination afforded 

Perrin even though the results were inconclusive along with = o.o..: 

information regarding her subsequent contact with our Boston  _si« 

Office as this information would also be of some value in 

evaluating Perrin's story. 7 vane aa 
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont ~ 
RE: JACK Le RUBY, AKA. 

  

ACTIONS " 4 

pe i: the letter attached. for approval is being rorwarded ?: : 

- to the President's Commission enclosing a letterhead memorandum . : 

setting forth full information as to how Perrin cane originally —2—.~--- = 

yo. to be interviewed and full details of the polygraph examination 

-- - afforded her and also a letterbead memorandum setting forth .-+..2-- 

: full details of her contact with our Boston Office wherein she 

refers to the Polygraph examination, -... 

   

     

    

  

  

  

 


